Purpose (COPS School Aims) of topic:

1. Learning
2. Self
3. Situations
4. Relationships
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Topic Theme:
The Weorgoran
Chronicles

NC 2014 PoS:

Spr

Overview:

We wanted to embrace the idea of doing something new to explore the oral tradition through family, friends and the local community. Chronicle it
in a variety of ways (oral, written, pictorial, electronic.) The hook would be to write to ‘real’ people
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Learning Objectives
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Summary of Learning Activities / Trips / Real Audience / End Product or Task / Use of Outdoors
NOTE: LEARNING OBJECTIVES WILL BE ADDED IN THIS SECTION ONCE PITCH HAS BEEN APPROVED.
• Initial hook – discovery of a time capsule within the ground of Cherry Orchard.
• Exploration of items and their significance.
• Placing items in history / building a bigger picture.
• Link with JH – show one that was found 50 years previous.
• How Cherry Orchard has changed over its 130 years.
• What sources are available to find out about changes in Worcester (Worcester Chronicle).
• Link to stories that we access now (grandparents etc and historical memories).
• Children will write to invite people to help they will also chronicle other people’s stories and possibly their
own.
• In DT, children will investigate suitable materials that could be used for a time capsule. Children will
design and create their own time capsule.
• Look at Illuminated writing.
• Visit St Helens church in Worcester. It’s the oldest building in Worcester. Read a building. Was the
Record’s Office. Maybe visit the Hive and speak with the Archivists.
• Create a modern-day time capsule.
• Saxon story-telling and how they recorded them.
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•
•
•

Roman Numerals (leave date in time capsule)
Create an electronical chronicle
Changing language – The Lord’s Prayer in Old English (You Tube).

•

How does Weorgoran become Worcester? – word derivation.

Weorgoran

